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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we use the theory of distributions to solve second-order non- 
singular ordinary linear differential equations with multipoint boundary con- 
ditions which are not necessarily linear. It is well known that such systems can 
have no solutions in the sense of distributions that they do not have in the 
classical sense. Possibly for this reason, it appears that the theory of distributions 
has previously been overlooked as a means of providing those classical solutions 
in an explicit fashion. Certainly, to the author’s knowledge, this is so for general 
boundary value problems such as those we consider here. We also discuss 
extensions to nth-order equations and analogous initial value problems. In our 
final section, application is made to Langevin equations. 

Specifically, we consider the equation 

w + PM 49 + 4(t) x(t) = f(4 (1) 
(dots denoting differentiations with respect to t), where p, p E Cm(R) and f is a 
continuous function over R. Let a, , us ,..., a, (v 3 2) be given real numbers, 
witha, <a, < ... < a, . We require that the solution of (1) satisfy m boundary 
conditions 

(j = l,..., m), the Bj being any functions on UF. (All functions in this paper are 
real-valued.) 

It is assumed that the general solution of the homogeneous equation cor- 
responding to (1) is known. The background knowledge that we require in 
differential equations is elementary. So too is the required background in the 
theory of distributions (see, for example, [S]), except that here use is made of 
Cristescu’s notion of composition on normal families of distributions [I, 21. 
It is Cristescu’s work that enables us to consider nonconstant coefficients in (1); 
otherwise, we require only the operation of convolution of distributions. In [l], 
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NONLINEAR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 151 

Cristescu applied his operation of composition to (l), but did not consider 
boundary conditions. 

By assuming p, 4 E P(R) in (I), we may make use of the most basic space 
of distributions: the space 9’ of continuous linear functionals on the space .9 of 
infinitely differentiable functions with compact support. However, these condi- 
tions on p and Q may be relaxed if use is made of distributions of finite order. 

2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 

Let L, be the differential operator 

where p,-, E P(W) (k = O,..., n), with PO(t) = 1 (t E R), and let L,* be the 
formal adjoint of L, : 

L,*w(t) = f (4)kd$ [p&t) w(t)] 
k=O 

(w E C(“‘(W)). 
Let wr 6 Cffi(R) (I = l,..., n) be linearly independent solutions of L, u = 0 

and let v be the linear combination of or ,..., v, for which 

-$ w It.4 = 0 (k = o,..., n - 2), 

for some s E R. We allow s to vary over R and so write v as W(S, t), with the 
properties 

& z)(s, t) Jtss = 0 (k = 0 ,...) * - 2), 
p-1 

atn-’ v(s, t) It4 = 1. 

It is clear that we may write 

v(s, t) = f A,(s) w, 
14 

where Al E P(R) (I = l,..., n). Explicit, and unique, expressions for A,(s),..., 
A4,(~) in terms of z~r(s),..., w,(s) are easily obtained. 

Letfbe any continuous function over R. Let Bj,z (i = I,..., m) be any functions 
on UP”. 

We use superscripts in parentheses to denote derivatives with respect to 
either s or t, the context specifying which. 
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THEOREM 1. For each solution of the algebraic system 

n-1 
2 cil ng’ Af)(a,) k $,+I (- l)‘E-i (” - i - ‘) p~C$+-“(~) 

a 

n-1 

- go ciA ̂ gl Ap)(a,) x. $j+I (-I)“-” (h - j - ‘) p~Ij-“-l)(a,) 
%a 

zz 

I 
aA A,(~)fk) dT, 1 = l,..., n; h = 2,..., v; 
a1 

Bjn(col , ~11 ,.-0, cn-1.1 ,-.., c, 1 ~1, s-.-s LLJ = 0, j = l,..., m, 

of tz(v - 1) + m equations in nv unhnowns co1 ,..., c,-~.~ , there is a solution of 
the v-point boundary value problem 

LW = f(t), 
B,Jx(a,), k(aJ ,..., x(+-l)(al) ,..., x(a,), $(a”) ,..., x(+l)(aJ) = 0 

(j = I,..., ml, given b 

x(t) = j’ V(T, t)f(T) d7 
a* 

(A = l,..., v) for all t E R, the v expressions being equal. 
All solutions of the boundary value problem are obtained in this way. 

Notice that in the more standard two-point boundary value problem with tz 
linear boundary conditions, the algebraic system above becomes a system of 2n 
linear equations in 2n unknowns. We prove Theorem 1 for the case n = 2; 
with some notational changes only, this special case is written as Theorem 4, 
below. The proof of Theorem 1 is a direct generalization, the binomial coefficients 
arising through an application of Leibnitz’s rule. However, the analog of the 
lemma in Section 4 is extremely cumbersome to prove for general n. 

It is a simple matter to adjust our method to solve initial value problems. Let a 
be any real number and let 1, (j = I,..., m) be any functions on IP. 

THEOREM 2. For each solution of the algebraic system 

Ij(CO 9 Cl y-*.9 G-1) = 0, j = l,..., m, 
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in the unknowns c0 ,..., c,-~ , there is a solution of the initial value problem 

Lx(t) = f w9 
Ij(x(a), R(a) ,..., +-l)(a)) = 0, j = l,..., m, 

given by, for all t E lh!, 

x(t) = jt V(T, t)f(T) dT 
a 

- z: ‘i ,$+, (- ’ jkpi ‘g (’ - i - ‘) pf!k(a) ~~k~~~l v(s, t) 1 s3a . 
All solutions of the initial value problem are obtained in this way. 

Because Theorem 2 gives an explicit form for the solutions of the initial 
value problem, we immediately obtain the following alternative theorem. 

THEOREM 3. If the initial value problem 

L,x(t) = 0, 

li(x(a), R(a) ,..., xc”-l)(a)) = 0, j = I,..., m, 

has only the trivikl solution, then the initial value problem 

La = f Wl 
l&(a), R(a) ,..., x(“-l)(a)) = 0, j = I,..., m, 

has the unique solution 

x(t) = jt ~(7, t) f(r) dr. 
a 

Otherwise the nonhomogeneous system has as many solutions as the homogeneous 
system. 

Whenn=2,wewriteLforL,,BjforB32(j=;;1,...,m),pforpl,qforp2.The 
following notation is used. Dots continue to denote differentiations with respect 
to t; primes denote differentiations with respect to s. Thus, we have 

and 
v(s, t) = A,(s) s(t) + A,(s) v,(t) 

i)(s, t) = A,(s) el(t> + AAs) *z(t), 

v’(s, t) = A,‘(s) s(t) + As’(s) v&), 

d’(s, t) = A,‘(s) til(t) + A*‘(S) &(t), 
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and there is no ambiguity in the final statement. We have 

w(s, s) = 0, qs, s) = 1 

for all s E R. 

THEOREM 4. For each solution of the algebraic vstem 

colW’(al) - 4ad Ph)> - cl14h) - co&%Y4 - 44 f&)1 

= ,” f(T) A,(T) dT, I 
1 = 1, 2; h = 2,..., v; 

B(c 3 01, Cl1 9 f-qx, Cl2 ,***s c,, 1" - c )-0, j = I,..., m, 

+ 

(2) 

cJd4 

(3) 

(4 

of 2(v - 1) + m equations in 2~ unknowns co1 ,..., cIV , thqe is a solution of the 
boundary value problem 

W) = f(t), (1) 

B&+4, *(al), x(4 +&.., x(4, -+J) = 0, j = l,..., m, (5) 

given by 

x(t) = J‘:l+, 4 f(d dT + coA{ P@J v(aA , 0 - f% , tN + clh GA , t) 

(A = l,..., V) for all t E R, the v expressions being equal. 
All solutions of the boundary value problem are obtained in this way. 

(6) 

3. THE EQUATIONS IN DISTRIBUTIONS 

In this section, we solve in two ways v - 1 equations in distributions cor- 
responding to (1) on the intervals [al , a,], A = 2,..., v. The introduktion of 
discontinuities at a, and a, allows us to hypothesize values of x(t) and &(t) at a, 
and a,, and therefore to incorporate the boundary conditions into the equations. 
This is an extension of a well-known technique. In Section 4 the two solutions 
of each equation in distributions are compared and this leads to Theorem 4. 

For any s, t E R, write the Heaviside function as 

qt - s) = 0, t<s 
= 1, t>s 
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and let i3(t - S) be the Dirac distribution: (8(t - s), 4(t)) = $(s) ($ E 9). -4s 
distributions, 

c 

-$ e(t - s) = S(t - s), -g qt - s) = -S(t - s). 

For any function5 E P(R), define functions Z,, (A = 2,..., V) by 

iqt) = [qt - a,) - qt - a*)] .qt> 

and let X,, be the regular distribution defined by I, by 

For our given function f, we similarly define functions f,, and distributions 
FA (A = 2,..., v). 

Computation of LX, , by the usual formula 

LX, = (LX,, 4) = (X, , L*+) (Cj E q, 

suggests that, in place of the boundary value problem (1) and (5) we consider 
the equations in distributions 

LX, = FA + co1{8(t - aI) + p(q) a(t - aI)> - cd& - a~) + I’(%) a@ - a.8 

+ c11qt - 4 - cdt - 4 (7) 

(A = 2,..., v), where c,,r ,..., cry are real numbers satisfying 

WLn >**-, Cl") = 0, j = I,..., m. (4) 

The distribution defined by the function 

c?,,,(t) = qt - s) z)(s, t) 

(treating s as a parameter) is a fundamental (also called elementary, see [5]) 
solution of L, for 

Lb,,(t) = qt - s). 

Cristescu [I, 21 describes as .normal the family (~s,l(t))s~R (=I?, , say) in 
which each member has support contained in [s, +co). We use the term “left- 
normal” for such a family; a family of distributions in which each member has 
support contained in (-co, S] is called “right-normal”. Adjusting Cristescu’s 
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definition, the composition E 0 Y has meaning for any left- or right-normal 
family of distributions E and any distribution Y with bounded support [Q, a], 
say: If E = {8s(t)}seR , we form the function 

w = @-s(t), w 
and define the distribution E 0 Y by 

E 0 Y = (E 0 Y, 4) = (Y, #) = (Y, #I), 

where & E .9 and #r = # on [CZ, b]. 
Let TA denote the right-hand side of (7). Each TA has support contained in 

the interval [a, , q]. For the left-normal family El , we have, as in [l], 

(El 0 s(t - 4 4(t)) = t&t - 4, MN = -+&I) = -#‘(a,) 

= b%,,&)> (b(t))- 
Hence, 

El 0 qt - (II) = e(t - a,) W(Ul ) t), 

Ed o &t - u,) = -e(t - ul) O~U, , t), 

using (2), and similarly at a,, . Also, 

(4 OF, > 9) = (Fds), V&X d(t)>) 
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by Fubini’s theorem, so 

El OF, = 1’ fA(~) ~(7, t) c-h. 
-03 

Substituting, we thus obtain 

The distribution defined by the function 

s,,,(t) = -qs - t) w(s, t) 

is also a fundamental solution of L, and E, = {&‘s,2(t)},Ea is a right-normal 
family of distributions. Thus we obtain, as another solution of (7), 

and working as above this becomes 

%(t) = - Irn h(T) $7, t) dT - c&J(u,) w(al , t) - f”(u, , t)} e(u, - t) t 
+ C~P(UJ ~(6 , 0 - w, , 91 ecuA - t) 
- ~4~~ , 4 el - 4 + WJ(U~ , t) ecuA - 9 (9) 

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 

The distributional solution (8) of (7) is given by a function which, for 
a, < t < a, , 1s 

%(f> = 1’ f(T) $7, t) dT + &‘(~I) +I , t) - +I , t)) + W’(4 9 t); 
a1 

the distributional solution (9) of (7) is given by a function which, for a, < t < aA , 
is 

%(t) = - la’ f(T) +, t) dT + &‘@A) +A , t) - w’(% , t)>+ Cd% , t) 

(A = 2,..., v). 
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It is readily seen by direct substitution, and using (Z), that the functions 
x* (A = I,..., V) are in fact solutions of (1) for all t and, accordingly, we extend 
the domain of definition of these functions to Iw. We show that the v solutions x,, 
coincide if and only if the constants co1 ,..., crV satisfy Eqs. (3). 

Comparing right-hand sides, x1 and X, (A = 2,..., V) coincide if and only if 

(A = 2,..., v); that is, if and only if 

- 44 {co&*) + 4 + c,A’(%)] at) 

+ [j-‘” f(T) A,(T) dT + h(Ud {Co, I’(%> + Cd - Col~,‘(~d 
a, 

- 4%) @O&J + ClJ + Con4Y%)] %W = 0 

(A = 2,..., v). But w1 and vs are linearly independent functions, so these equations 
can hold for all t E R if and only if the coefficients vanish, that is, if and only 
if the constants co1 ,..., c,, satisfy Eqs. (3). 

In this case the functions xA (A = l,..., V) coincide and (6) is a solution of (I) 
for any h = l,..., Y and all t E R. 

The rest of the proof depends on the following lemma, proved .at the end of 
this section. 

LEMMA. For all s E R, 

(0 A,‘(s) q(s) + A,‘(s) M) = -1; (10) 
(ii) A,‘(s) q’(s) + 4’(s) v,‘(s) = p(s); (11) 
(iii) L*&(s) = L*A,(s) = 0 (the derivutiwes in L* being with respect to s). 

We must verify that 

44 = co, ) +d = GA , h = I,..., v, 

so that, comparing (4) and (S), the solution x in (6) satisfies the boundary 
conditions (5). From (6), since w(uA , aA) = 0, and (i), 

x(uJ %= --cOA”‘k 3 4) 
= --coM,‘(%) ~l(4 + 4’(4 %(41 
= $3 ; 
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from (6), since w(t, t) = 0, 

and so, from (ii), and since ti(a,, , a,J = 1, 

Thus, indeed, each solution of the algebraic system (3) and (4) implies a solution 
of the boundary value problem (1) and (5) given by (6). 

Finally, it is necessary to show that all solutions of the boundary value 
problem (I) and (5) are obtained through solutions of the algebraic system (3) 
and (4). We do this by showing that any solution of the boundary value problem 
gives rise to a solution of the algebraic system. By (iii) of the lemma, 

.4,(s) q(s) = a,(s) p’(s) + -4EI(S) P(S) - m), I= 1,3. 

If x is any solution of the boundary value problem, it then follows that, for 
all s E R, 

g b’(s) A,(s) - 44 W,‘(s) - A(s) P(S))1 = f(s) -W), I -= 1, 2. 

Integrating from a, to a, (A = 2,..., v in turn) gives Eqs. (3) with c,,* = ~(a,), 
ciA = ~‘(a,) (A = l,..., v). Certainly, (4) is also satisfied by these values of 
coA and crA . Hence, any solution of the boundary value problem implies a 
solution of the algebraic system. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 

Proof of the Lemma. Equations (2) may be written, for all s E R, 

44 4s) + AT(S) %(S) = 0, (12) 

A,(s) q’(s) + A,(s) w;(s) = 1 (13) 

(since i),(s) = vi’(s), i = 1, 2, under a natural interpretation). 

(i) Differentiating (12), 

-4,‘(s) f44 + 4w w*(s) = -p%(s) WI’(S) + 4s) Q’(S)1 = -I, 

by (13). 

409/60/1-II 
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(ii) Differentiating (13), 

4’(s) fJ,‘(s) + 4’(s) %‘(S> 

= -M(s) 4w + US) a41 

= 44 [P(S) fJl’(S) + 4(s) @>I + 44 [I+> %P) + PC4 %(a 

= P(S), 

by (12) and (13), and since Lvi(t) = 0 (; = 1, 2). 

(iii) Differentiating (10) and using (1 l), we obtain 

Then 

4s) %(S) + A;(s) Q(S) = -P(S). (14) 

%(S)L*4(s) + “z(S)L*A,(s) = Al(s) 4s) + A,“(s) %(S) 

- Pwv,‘w %(4 + 4Ys) %Wl 
- [P’(S) - ml L%(s) m + 4N %(a 

z 0 (15) 

by (14), (IO), and (12). Comparing (12) and (15), we must have 

A,(s) L*A,(s) - A,(s)L*A,(s) = 0. 

Suppose there exists s0 E IX! such that L*A,(s,) # 0. Then 

and from (13) we obtain 

Differentiating (I 1) and using (10) and (II), we obtain 

4) w)1’(4 + 44 %Ys> 

= P’(s) - L%‘(s) G(s) + 4w WI 

= P’(s) + AMP(s) %Ys) + 4(s) as)1 + AWPW %w + 4(s) WI 

= P’(s) + PW - 4(s). (17) 
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Then 

q’(s) L*A,(s) + w2’(s) L*A,(s) = Al(s) q’(s) + A;(s) Q’(S) 

- P(S) [Al’(S) fJl’(S) + J2’N %‘(41 
- [p’(s) - q(s)] [Al(S) z!l’(s) + *-l,(s) e,‘(s)] 

=o (18) 

by (17), (1 l), and (13). But (18) is true for all s E R so that, substituting into (16) 
L*A,(s,,) = 0, which is a contradiction. (Alternatively, if (15) and (18) are to 
have nontrivial solutions for L*A,(s), L*A,(s), then the Wronskian cur(s) es’(s) - 
z)r’(s) V*(S) must vanish, which is a contradiction of elementary theory.) Hence 
L*A,(s) = L*A,(s) = 0 for all s E 08. 

This proves the lemma. 

5. AN EXAMPLE 

Consider the equation 

2(t) + 4t n(t) + (4t” + 3) x(t) = w-t2 (19) 

with boundary conditions 

x(0) = a, x(?r) if(n) = x(23 k(2Tr), PO) 

where 01 and a are positive constants. Such boundary conditions may arise in 
fluid flow problems where the product of displacement and velocity has 
significance. 

The homogeneous equation corresponding to (19) has the general solution 
(A, cos t + A, sin t)e-ta (A, , A, constants). We find that 

and 

A,(s) = -8 sin s, A,(s) = es2 cos s, 

w(s, t) = es’-@ sin(t - s). 

The solutions of the three-point boundary value problem (19) and (20) are 
obtained from the solutions of the algebraic system in six unknowns arising 
from Eqs. (3), (4), and (20). This system is 

co1 + @co2 ~ 2% 
e-n2cll + 2=,, + cl2 = 0, 

CO1 --e4”‘co3 = 0, 
e e-4m cl1 -4m03 -cl3 = 0, 

CO1 a, 
COZCl2 = co3c13. 
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Solving the first five (a linear system), we obtain 

C 01 = 4 

co2 = (201 - a)&, 

co3 = ae4nB, 

cl2 = -e-w*(cll + 4m - 27ru), 

C 13 = e-4”a(cll - 4m), 

leaving cl1 arbitrary; substituting into the sixth equation gives uniquely 

Cl1 = 
%-[2u3e-3=a - (2CY - ayf?q 

CCC+” - a sinh 3.rrs ’ 

provided u # ti3n* csch 34. We then find from (6) that the solution of the 
system (19) and (20) is 

x(t) = e-@ 
! aesx” - a sinh 3a2 

When a = ole3”’ csch 37~2, we find that there is no solution of the algebraic 
system and hence no solution of the boundary value problem. 

6. LANCEVIN EQUATIONS 

The technique we have developed may be applied to the Langevin equation 

d*(t) + p(t) 2(t) dt + q(t) x(t) dt = dz(t) (21) 

where p and q are as before and z is a mean-square continuous random process, 
with boundary conditions 

ww, +1>, +2> +2),..., 44, %%)) = 0 (22) 

(j = I,..., M) of the same type as before, interpreted as equations in random 
variables. (We could equally well consider nth-order equations with correspond- 
ing boundary conditions.) 

Differential notation is used in (21) because of the important application to 
Brownian motion. Then z is a Wiener process and its derivative dz/dt, appearing 
implicitly in (21), represents a white noise input; but dz/dt does not exist in 
any ordinary sense. Edwards and Moyal[3], and before them J. L. Doob, have 
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defined precise meanings for the differential notation. Under their convention, 
Edwards and Moyal solved (21) in a Banach space setting, subject to linear 
two-point boundary conditions and with certain conditions attached to x. Their 
argument is involved and very delicate. Our method depends effectively on 
defining a generalized random process corresponding to z; like all distributions, 
this will be differentiable and the above problem is circumvented. 

We confine ourselves to stationary (wide-sense) processes with zero mean. 
Given the random process z, we define random processes z,\ (h = 2,..., V) by 

q(t) = [fqt - a,) - qt - 41 z(f) 

and then define tempered random distributions 2, (X = 2,..., v) by 

Sp being the space of infinitely differentiable functions of rapid decrease. The 
space Y is chosen here (rather than 9) for the following reason. If + E 9, 
then also 4 E 9, where $ is the Fourier transform of 4, and it is known (see [2]; 
also [4]) that a random measure, which we denote dz,, , exists such that 

Our preceding theory then applies with the tempered random distribution 2, 
replacing the distribution F,, . The solution of the system (21) and (22) is the 
random process x given by (6), where the almost surely constant random variables 
c 01 ,.*.> Cl, are obtained from the algebraic system (3) and (4), f(7) d7 in the 
integrals being replaced by dz(7). 

As an example, we consider the equation of simple Brownian motion 

dk(t) + b(t) dt = dz(t) (a > 01, 

subject to the boundary conditions 

eJ = Y+ P 4-b) = Y- , 

where t, > 0 and y+ , y- are given as. constant random variables. (This is an 
example considered in 131.) 

We find easily that 

4s) = ; , A&) = <) o(s, t) = d (1 - eQ(s-t)), 
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and so must solve for car ,..., era the algebraic system 

tll 
-UC01 -Cl1 + c%2 + Cl2 = s MT), 

-to 
to -ato w &I - - c12e - - 

s 
err7 dz(T), 

-to 

co1 

We obtain co2 = y+ and 

=y-, 

co2 =y+* 

1 
IS 

to 

cl’ = 2 sinh at, 
(em7 - esato) dz(T) + aeeOLtO (Y+ +, - Y-11 9 

whence from (6) (h = 2), th e solution of the above problem is 

+ I ,i~h ‘Yto (Y+(ea”” - e”“) _ y-(ewatO - emat)}. 

A generalized random process Z defined by 

-W = jm 40 W dt (4E9) 
-co 

has covariance functional B($, #) given by 

E denoting expectation. 2 may be called regular if we can write its covariance 
functional as 

WA $1 = j-@ BP> 4 W #N dt 6 

for some function B(t, s). The derivative of the generalized Wiener process is 
not regular: for this process it is shown in [4] that 

B(t, s) = S(t - s), 

with the usual use of symbolic notation. 
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This may be used in showing that, in our example, if z is a Wiener process 
with zero mean and 1 s - t 1 remains fixed as s and t increase, then 

.qk(t)] + 0 

E[k(s) i(t)] + & e--IIS-tl, 

as t 4 co. That is, k(t) approaches a stationary process with zero mean and 
covariance e-aI*-t1/2a. 
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